Five steps to making efficient, error-free process adjustments

The ongoing need to make process adjustments in modern
automation systems opens itself up to unwanted device tampering.
This white paper outlines a five-step process to ensure effective,
error-free process adjustments of pneumatic components. They
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminating unnecessary process adjustments.
Using automation to reduce human error.
Implementing sensors for condition monitoring.
Maintaining centerlining.
Taking advantage of visual indicators.
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Modern automation systems increasingly need to adapt to various products in
multiple sizes and configurations. And one result of this variability is having to make
frequent process adjustments to flow, pressure, end-stop limits and machine speed,
to name a few. All too often, however, this ongoing need to make process adjustments
opens itself up to unwanted device tampering, which can easily cause a machine or
process to spiral out of control.
Fortunately, there are ways to ensure all process adjustments are effective and
correct. In the following paper, we’re outlining a five-step process that you can follow
to ensure error-free process adjustments of your pneumatic components. These steps
include using components with automatic adjustment capabilities, implementing
sensors, using visual indicators and more.

Step 1: Eliminate unnecessary process adjustments
Your first step is to eliminate process adjustments wherever you can. For example, you
can weld or secure machines in place if they never have to change position. Other
solutions involve the use of fixed-orifice flow controls, correctly sized products,
modular valve manifolds and cylinders with self-adjusting cushioning capabilities:
•

Fixed-orifice flow controls. Embedding fixed-diameter orifices into valve manifolds
will permanently set an actuator’s speed, eliminating the need to make process
adjustments.

•

Proper dimensioning. Using correctly sized components avoids having to use
pressure regulators or flow controls to reduce actuator speed or force.

•

Modular valve manifolds. Modular manifolds with multiple valve sizes let you
easily optimize the size of the valve for each application, reducing the need for flow
controls.

•

Self-adjusting features. Pneumatic cylinders with automatic, self-adjusting
cushioning features ensure optimal performance without adjustment screws. Festo
PPS self-adjusting cushioning is available for a wide variety of actuators.

•

Lockable adjustments. The MS regulators can be locked in position once set,
preventing unauthorized adjustments.

Lockable regulators available with the Festo MS Series lockable regulators.

Step 2: Use Automation To Eliminate Human Error
Your next step is to specify pressure regulators, actuators and other components with
built-in automation capabilities, removing human error from the equation. For
example, proportional pressure regulators like the VPPM automatically adjust the
output pressure via a 0–10 volt or 4–20 mA signal from the programmable logic
controller (PLC). Thanks to its two-stage circuit and multi-sensor control, this device
provides precise, reliable pressure regulation. You can also preset parameters like
pressure, piston speed and rotational speed with the push of a button — no technical
specialists required.
Other examples include advanced electric or servo-pneumatic actuators, which you
can configure according to your exact speed and force requirements without
additional pressure regulators or flow controls, as well as intelligent servo motors.
The SMS electric actuator for example, combines a motor, controller and electric axis
package, facilitating changeovers and enabling fast, consistent process adjustments.
In addition to the examples mentioned above, look for digitized pneumatic solutions
like the Festo Motion Terminal VTEM (see sidebar for more information). By combining
pneumatics and electronics in a single package, the VTEM functions as the world’s
first app-controlled valve, enabling you to digitally define, control and analyze valve
function, flow rate, pressure and other process parameters:
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Pneumatic Sizing Software
Using our suite of online engineering tools, you
can design your automated solutions with
greater confidence. Select grippers, air
preparation units, shock absorbers and other
components, generate required documentation,
perform essential calculations — and more.
For example, our pneumatic sizing software lets
you quickly and easily size pneumatic control
chains. Simply input three parameters — mass,
stroke and positioning time — and our software
generates up to three calculated chains that fit
your application.

The Festo Motion Terminal VTEM
The Festo Motion Terminal VTEM decouples
pneumatics from mechanical hardware and
instead makes these functions available
through easy-to-use motion apps. At the push
of a button, you can perform a wide range of
motion tasks using a single valve type including
complex movements, variable positioning,
condition monitoring and many other “smart”
functionalities.
The VTEM’s valve technology, powerful
controller and smart apps replace over 50
individual components and eliminate the need
for modifications, additional parts and timeconsuming installation — all while reducing
system complexity, speeding your engineering
processes and letting you precisely adjust your
machine over the course of its lifecycle. And,
thanks to low-energy piezo valves, the VTEM
reduces power consumption by 90 percent.
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•

Air flow control. The VTEM removes separate flow control valves on the actuator,
allowing you to set tamper-proof travel speeds at the push of a button. It also
provides the option to implement new motion sequences like dynamic flow control.

•

Pressure levels. With the option to input pressure levels, the VTEM saves energy.
Simply select the movements and set the pressure to the level of your choice. You
can even control the speed by adjusting the flow control valve setting.

•

Leakage diagnostics. With separate diagnostic cycles and defined threshold
values, the VTEM lets you detect and localize leaks, minimizing your downtime.

The Festo Motion Terminal VTEM.

Step 3: Implement sensors for condition monitoring
The third step is to monitor and detect the status of processes that may be affected by
any process adjustments. Examples include:
•

Differential pressure monitoring solutions that can help you determine when you
may need to replace your filters.

•

Pressure sensors and switches that can communicate with the PLC, verifying if a
process is within the desired pressure range.

•

Flow sensors that monitor the amount of consumed air, indicating if a process is
performing as expected.

Step 4: Maintain centerlining
Of course, automatic process adjustments are not always possible. If you do need to
make a manual adjustment, we recommend using a numerical scale to ensure the
adjustments are consistent. For example, look for flow control components with
position markings or digital flow meters: the GRLSA one-way flow control valve
includes a labeled adjustment ring, while SFAH, SFAB and SFAM flow sensors feature
an integrated display, ensuring you achieve your desired flow rate.

The Festo MSE6-E2M
The MSE6-E2M is a combination stop valve, air
flow sensor, pressure sensor and bus node,
allowing you to monitor air pressure and flow
rates with a single network connection.
The MSE6-E2M constantly monitors the
compressed air consumption, blocks the
compressed air in production-free times after a
defined waiting period and reduces the system
pressure to 0 bar. It can be integrated directly
into PROFIBUS, PROFINET, EtherCAT or
Ethernet/IP via fieldbus.

The Festo flow sensor SFAH

Step 5: Take advantage of red and green visual indicators
Your last and final step to ensure error-free process adjustments is to use pneumatic
components with red and green indicators. These features offer a quick and easy way
to validate when processes are performing as expected.
For example, MA-RG pressure gauges include an adjustable red and green range,
providing an extra level of safety when monitoring your compressed air usage. Units
include red segments above and below the pressure gauge scale, as well as a printed
green segment. Thanks to this colored demarcation, you can immediately identify
when the pressure is or isn’t in its permitted tolerance range. These gauges can
handle ranges from vacuum to 16 bar and include an optional flange design for panel
mounting.
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The Festo MA-RG pressure gauge

Similarly, MS Series components, which include pressure regulators, ON/OFF valves,
soft-start valves, pressure sensors and flow sensors, feature an integrated red and
green scale that displays the output pressure. SFAM flow sensors, for example,
feature an illuminating display that turns red, indicating when the flow is out of the
desired range.

Conclusion
Although making process adjustments is inevitable, it doesn’t have to result in
unwanted device tampering or machines and processes spiraling out of control. By
following these five steps — which includes using components with automatic
adjustment capabilities, implementing sensors, using visual indicators and more —
you can ensure all process adjustments to your pneumatic components are effective
and correct.
To learn more about how pneumatic and electric automation components can reduce
error-prone or inefficient process adjustments, visit www.festo.com.
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